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Abstract: One step of the Newton method for the discretized Theodorsen equation in otaformal mapping requires the 
solution of a certain 2N X 2 N system. Applicatiori of the Gaussian algorithm costs 0( Nj) arithmetic operations (a.o.). 
We present an algorithm which reduces the problem to the solution of three N x N linear Toe@& systems. These 
systems can be solved in O(N Iog’N) ao. This is also the amount of work required by the whole algorithm. 
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1. btroduction 
The normalized conformal mapp~g f of the unit disc ID onto the interiorof the star-like 
Jordan curve w = ~(8) ei6, 0 < t9 < 2n, p > 0, can be continuously extended to 0. The continu- 
ous boundary correspondence function 8: [0,2?~] + 08 which satisfies f(e”) = p(B( p)) eiB(P) is a 
solution of the Theodorsen integral equation 
A classical method of discretization yields 
x=a+ w log p(x), 
where 
x E lR2N, a= (k*v/N);:,‘, hi3 P(X) = (h P(%));No’ 
and IV= (IV,>‘,“=,’ with 
i 
0 if j - k even, 
w.ik= (l/N) cot@k)/2N if j-k odd 
13, p. 64 ffl. 
We call (T,) the discretized Theodorsen equation. Let F(X) = x - Q 
Newton method for solving F(X) = 0 is given by 
(E - J$?D(x(“)))(x(“+l) - x(“)) = a - x(“) + W log p(x(“)), 
where E is the identity and D( x,) = diag( @( @)/p( xp)))i!$ ‘. 
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This iteration is known to converge locally and quadratically if p is twice differentiable, 
P’(@/P(@ I G c:r ](d/de)4( @)/p( 0) 1 < M for all 8 E [0, 2~1 and c < 1 [3, p.921. The distance 
etween the exact solution of (T,) and the exact solution of (T) taken at ak can be estimated [3, 
p.951. 
In the last few years several new methods for the solution of the above mentioned conformal 
apping problem haven been proposed by Wegmann [9,10], Fomberg [2], Hiibner [8] and 
Gutknecht [5]. These methods are iterative methods which are under certain assumptions 
quadratically convergent in some function spaces. To implement those methods on a computer it 
is necessary to make somewhere a projection of the function space to, say, lR2% This defines a 
sequence of vectors x ? So far, nothing is known about the convergence of the x(“). Numerical 
experiments indicate linear rather than quadratic convergence. Even if x = lim,, _ oox(‘f) exists, 
there is nothing known about the distance between the inverse projection of x to the function 
space and the function in this space which is related to the exact conformal mapping. 
The effects of the discretization are much better understood if the Newton method is applied 
to (T,) as described above. However, the mentioned new methods do have an important 
advantage over the old one. Namely, each x(“+l) can be computed fast from xtnr using 
O(N log N) a-o., whereas (L) has required so far 0( N3) a.o.. Here, we will reduce this work to 
O(N 1og’N 1 a-o. This throws a completely new light on the classical method, and makes it I 
competitive to the new ones, at least in the case E < 1. A further important advantage of our 
algorithm over the Gaussian algorithm for (L) is the reduction of storage from 0( N2) to 0( it ). 
2. Reliiaries 
Our method uses two subroutines. The first is the multiplication of X = (l/m)(eini”/“>;zZi 
with x E RZN. This can be done by the well-known fast Fourier transform (FFT) using 
O(N log N) a.o. Also recall that X-’ = x and X’ = X. 
The second subroutine produces the solution of a linear N x g system Cx = d with a Toeplitz 
matrix C = (Cj,k ),y~--_lO and Cj,k = ck_j. According to Yun [ll], the literature given there, and to 
Bitmead and Anderson [l] this can be done with O(N log2N) a.o. only. It seems that the 
questions of the stability of those algorithms and the practibihty for small N are not completely 
solved. But there seem to be rather good algorithms using 0( N2) a.o. Even with such a 
subroutine our method will work considerably faster than with the Gaussian algorithm. 
Here we assume such subroutines to be known. 
As is well known the matrix W in (T,) can be written in the form IV= XTX-’ with the 
2N X 2N diagonal matrix 
T= diag(O, -i, -i ,..., -i, 0, i, i ,..., i). 
Hence, I] WI] 2 = 1. 
By the way, any matrix of the form XDX-‘, where D is a diagonal matrix is a circulant, and 
so W is a circulant. If the elements of the first row of XDX-’ are denoted by a,, a,, . . . , a2N_1 
and D = diag(d,,, d,, . . . , d2N_1), then 
(see [4, 61). 
3. The algorithm 
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We are looking for a solution x of (L), that is of 
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(E - XTX-‘D)x = b, 
with the diagonal matrix D = 
solution. Substituting y = 
D( x@)), We assume for the moment that (L) has exactly one 
xx and c = Xb we can write (L) as 
(E- TX-‘DX)y=c 
E + iD)Xy and find 
(E+diag(-l,O,O ,..., 0, -1, -2, -2 ,..., -2)X-‘iD(E+iDj-‘X)z=c. 
D being a real diagonal matrix ensures the existence of (E + i D)-‘. X-‘i D( E + i D)-‘X 
= X(-iD(E- i D) -‘) X-l is the conjugate of a circulant and therefore a circulant. A circulant 
with an even row number is always a 2 X 2 block circulant, and we can therefore write 
X-‘iD(E+iD)-‘X= i z , 
( 1 
where A and B are N X IV matrices. Introducing this in the last equation we find 
E 0 
-2B E-2A 
+diag(-l,O,O ,..., O,l,O,O ,..., 0) { z ( )I z=c . 
Substituting 
E 0 
-2B E-2A 
and using 
E 0 
-1 
) i 
E 0 
-2B E-2A = 2(E-2A)-lB (E-2A)-l 
we get 
[ 
E+diag(-l,O,O ,..., O,l,O,O ,..., 0) i 
( 1 
i 
x 2(E-2A)-‘B i 
E 0 
(E-2A)-l II w=cw 
The last transformation requires E - 2A to be nonsingular. Let us assume 
Let a,, a,, . . . , a2N-1 denote now the elements of the first row of (“, z). 
above, 
( a,, a,,..., a2AJ = -+a,, d;,..., d;,_,)’ 
m 
where 
d;, = id,/(l + id,) = (di + id&(1 + dz), 
d, being the diagonal elements of D. 
this for the moment. 
Then, as mentioned 
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Setting further 
( Go, 6, ,..., 8,_, = a,, al,..., aN-l ) ( )(E - 2A)-‘, 
( zN9 &N+19...v i?2N-1 = aN, aN+1~“-9 a2N-1 ) ( )(E - 2A)-‘, 
( a& a 5 . . ..a& = ) ( &), a1,.==,&_l )B , 
( a$, a Z+1 ,..., azN_1 = 1 c Q^N, aN+l,“-, &2N-1 P 9 
we find 
[ I 
-a0 -2a;l;,...,-aN_l_2a,*,_l -(ciN9...9d2N-lj’ 
E+ 0 
0 
aN+2a&...,a2N_I+2a$_I ( QlO v-d&T-~) 
I 
w=c . 
0 0 
wenowseeimmediatelythat wk=ck fork=l,2,...,N-1, N+1,...,2N-1; onlya2X2 
system remains to be solved: 
0 -a0 -2a~)WO--dNWN=cO+N~1(((1k+2a~+k)E*+dN+k~N+k), 
k=l 
N-l 
(aN+2a,*)wO+(1+ag)WN=CN- c ((aN+k+2a:)ck+a^kcN+k). 
k-l 
(9 
We are now able to formulate our algorithm: Given b = ( bo, b,, . . . , b, N_ 1)T ;3nd D = 
d@$d,, d,,..., d2N_1 ), with bk, d, E R, COIIlpUte 
(i) d;r=(dz+idk)/(l +dz) for k=o, 1,...,2N- 1; 
(i) (a,, a19...9a2N_l)T= &~(~09 d;,...vd2N_1)T and (co, c19...,c2N_1)T=Xb. 
(iii) Let 
i a0 a, a2 . . . a2N-2 a2N-1 ’ 
= a2N-l ‘0 ‘1 . . . a2N-3 a2N-2 
; ;:;: 
. 
\ a1 a2 a3 . . . a2N-1 
and solve 
a0 1 
(E-GA=)(a^,, a^,,..., a^,_,)==(a,, al,..., aN_l)T9 
(E - 2AT)(a^,, 6N+19.. . 9 a^2N_l)T = (aN9 aN+19.. . 9 a2N-l)T 
for $, j = 0, 1,. . . ,2N - 1. 
(iv) Compute 
(a,*, a,* ,..., a$_l)T = BT(6,, 8, ,..., a^N_l)T 
aud 
(a;t, a&..., a&,&l)T=BT(LiN9 QIN+~,..., fiz~_l)‘. 
(v) Set wk =ck for k=l, 2 ,..., N-l, N+?, N+2 ,..., 2N-1 and solve(S) for w. 
and wN. 
(vi) Compute the rignt hand side of the following equation and solve for z, 
ES 
0 E-‘2A)‘=(& :jw. 
(vii) Compute x = (E + iD)%Yz. 
Clearly, if the systems in (iii), (v) and (vi) are solvable we %ave (E - W’)x = b. 
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4. On the practicability of the algorithm 
If E < 1 in Section 1, that is, if 1 p’( Q/p( 0) 1 <c<l,orifjust ]& 1 <<cl, k=0,...,2N-1, 
then due to II WD II 2 G II w II 2 II D II \(~<l all eigenvalues of WD lie in the disc (z: ]z] 6~). 
Therefore E - WD is nonsingular and (E - WD)x = b has exactly one solution. If 
I p’(e)/p(e) I 2 1 for some 8, then E - WD may be singular [7]. (E + i D) has the eigenvalues 
1 + idk # 0 and is therefore nonsingular; hence, the linear mapping x + z defined in Section 3 is 
bijective. The linear equations for z have therefore also exactly one solution. 
Next, recall 
E 0 
-2B E-2A 
This mapping z --, w is again bijective if E - 2A is nonsingular. 2(; ,“) is similar to 2i D( E + 
iD)-’ and has hence the eigenvalues 2d;, = 2(d,2 + id,)/(l + d,2). 2A is a principal submatrix of 
the normal matrix 2(“, ,“), hence its eigenvalrres lie in the convex hull of the eigenvalues of the 
latter. The convex hull is a subset of (z: 0 < Re z < l), because 0 < Re 2d;, = 2@(1+ d,2) < 1 
if I dk 1 K 1. Therefore E - 2 A and E - 2 AT are nonsingular. 
Consequently in Section 3, the first system in w has exactly one solution, a^, can be computed 
for k = 0, 1,2,. . ., 2N - 1 and (S) also has exactly one solution. Because of the nonsingularity of 
(E - 2 A), ( E - 2 AT) and (E + i D), all steps of our algorithm can be performed. This proves 
Theorem 1. If It& I <r<l for k=O, l,..., 2 N - 1, then our algorithm is well defined and 
produces a vector x which is the only solution of ( E - WD)x = b. 
5. On the complexity of the algorithm 
Step (i) requires O(N) a.o.. In (ii) two FFTs at the cost of 0( N log N) have to be performed. 
(“, :) is a circulant, and therefore E - 2AT is a Toeplitz matrix. In (iii) we have to solve two 
systems with the same Toeplitz matrix (which is simpler than to solve two with different Toeplitz 
matrices). The cost of this step is 0( N log2N). In (iv) we multiply the Toeplitz matrix B with 
two different vectors. This requires another 0( N log N) a.o. (see [4]). To compute the right hand 
side of (S) and the solution of (S) we need only O(N) a.o. In (vi) we have to multiply the 
Toeplitz matrix B with a vector and to solve again a Toeplitz System, the cost being O( N log N) 
and 0( N log2N), respectively. Finally in (vii) we have to perform essentially one FFT. 
Altogether we have 
Theorem 2. The above described algorithm for the solution of the linear system ( E - WD)x = b 
requires 0( N log2N) arithmetic operations. 
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